Calculated Secondary Yields for Proton Broadband
Using DECAY TURTLE The calculations for the yields were done by Al Sondgeroth and Anthony Malensek. We used the DECAY deck called PBSEC_E.DAT from the CMS DECKS library. After obtaining the run modes and calibration modes from the liason physicist, Selcuk Cihangar, we made individual decay runs, using DECAY TURTLE from the CMS libaries and a production spectrum subroutine which was modified by Anthony, for each particle and decay mode for all particle types coming out of the target box. Results were weighted according to branching ratios for particles with more than one decay mode. The production spectra were produced assuming berylium as the target. The optional deterium target available to broadband will produce slightly higher yields. It should be noted that we did not include pion yields from klong decays because we could not simulate three body decays. Pions from klongs would add a very small fraction to the total yield.
Attached you will find charts and a spreadsheet with more detailed information. For more information, including computer runs, contact Al Sondgeroth by phone at X8516 or by e-mail at FNAL V::SONDGEROTH. ..
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